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Abstract
Meandering of a one armed spiral tip has been noted in chemical reactions and
numerical simulations Barkley Kness and Tuckerman show that meandering can begin
by Hopf bifurcation from a rigidly rotating spiral wave a point that is veried in a B Z
reaction by Li Ouyang Petrov and Swinney At the codimension two point where
in an appropriate sense the frequency at Hopf bifurcation equals the frequency of the
spiral wave Barkley notes that spiral tip meandering can turn to linearly translating
spiral tip motion
Barkley also presents a model showing that the linear motion of the spiral tip is
a resonance phenomenon and this point is veried experimentally by Li et al  and
proved rigorously by Wul In this paper we suggest an alternative development of
Barkleys model extending the center bundle constructions of Krupa from compact
groups to noncompact groups and from nite dimensions to function spaces Our
 
Figure   Epicycle motion of spiral tip outward and inward petals
reduction works only under certain simplifying assumptions which are not valid for
Euclidean group actions Recent work of Sandstede Scheel and Wul shows how to
overcome these diculties
This approach allows us to consider various bifurcations from a rotating wave In
particular we analyze the codimension two Barkley bifurcation and the codimension
two Takens Bogdanov bifurcation from a rotating wave We also discuss Hopf bifurca 
tion from a many armed spiral showing that meandering and resonant linear motion
of the spiral tip do not always occur
  Introduction
Spiral waves have been observed both in experiments     	 and numerical simulations
  	 See Kapral and Showalter   	 for descriptions of recent work on spiral waves and
for additional references In our discussion we focus on one particular aspect of spiral wave
theory 
 the observation by Barkley 	 that linear meandering of the spiral tip is caused
by Euclidean symmetry
Planar spirals rigidly rotate and as a result the tip of the spiral traces out a circle in
the plane Winfree 	 observed that under certain circumstances the tip of a spiral can
meander and create owerlike movements as in Figure   These motions are quasiperiodic
two frequency motions which can be thought of as an epicycle motion superimposed on the
basic spiral wave circle When the motion on the epicycle is in the same orientation as the
motion on the circle either clockwise or counterclockwise then the petals of the owers
point in when the motions have the opposite orientation the petals point out Winfree
observed both types of quasiperiodic motions and the possibility of changing the directions
of the petals 
 which we call a change in petality 
 as a system parameter is varied

The epicycle motion can be written as
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
  C In these coordinates the change in petality occurs when 
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 

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We note that in order to see welldened petals the ratio of the amplitudes jz

jjz
 
j should be
large Nevertheless these quasiperiodic states can be formed as Barkley et al  	 observed
in numerical simulations of a reactiondiusion system through a Hopf bifurcation from
the rotating spiral wave That observation has been conrmed in recent chemical wave
experiments by Li et al   	
In the epicycle motion    Hopf bifurcation corresponds to the secondary amplitude
z

  From the standard bifurcation theory point of view there is nothing signicant about
Hopf bifurcation at this critical parameter value where 
 
 

 However in Barkleys nu
merical simulation  	 and in experiments such as those by Li et al   	 another phenomenon
is observed As the change in petality is approached the radius of the second frequency jz

j
grows unboundedly large In particular at the point of petality change the spiral tip ap
pears to drift in a straight line o to innity See Figure  Thus unbounded growth of the
second frequency amplitude is a feature that seems to be connected with change in petality
As we mentioned for changes in petality to be observed the amplitude of the epicycle
should be large while near Hopf bifurcation points this same amplitude must be small This
dichotomy suggests that standard Hopf bifurcation by itself cannot provide an explanation
for petality change and unbounded growth However Barkley 	 made the keen observation
that Euclidean symmetry coupled with Hopf bifurcation is behind the unbounded growth
that accompanies changes in petality The basis of his argument turns out in retrospect to
be quite simple
Suppose we consider a reactiondiusion system on the unbounded plane Such systems of
equations have Euclidean symmetry Suppose the system has a spiral wave solution and that
the timeperiodic spiral wave undergoes a Hopf bifurcation to a quasiperiodic motion At the
point of Hopf bifurcation symmetry forces at least ve eigenvalues of the linearized system
to be on the imaginary axis 
 two generated from Hopf bifurcation and three generated by
Euclidean symmetry Assuming that center manifold ideas hold the time evolution of the
meandering spiral and hence the time evolution of the meandering spiral tip is described
by a ve dimensional Euclidean equivariant system of ODEs There are three variables of
this system representing the Euclidean group 
 the translation variable p   R



C and
the rotation variable    S
 

 and the variable q   C representing the amplitude of the
eigenfunction of Hopf bifurcation

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Figure  Growth of ower near change in petality path of
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In these variables Barkley 	 assumes that the translation symmetry acts by
T
x
p    q  p x    q
It follows that the ODE vector eld is independent of p and that the   q equations decouple
see Lemmas  and   in this paper Suppose that a quasiperiodic solution is found in the
  q equations Then p is obtained by integration To understand how this integration
causes unbounded growth in p rewrite    as
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It follows that if z

  then as 

approaches 
 
a resonant blowup in pt occurs In
particular when 


 
  is small the amplitude of the second term is large the motion of
the second term is on a circle of large radius and the motion of pt is a small perturbation
of this circular motion The center of this circle is determined by C Thus this blowup
is the source of the unbounded growth of the second frequency mode and occurs even when
the magnitude of z

is small
Barkley 	 performed a numerical linear stability analysis for the basic timeperiodic
spiral wave solution and showed that there is a Hopf bifurcation In particular a simple
pair of eigenvalues were shown to cross the imaginary axis while three neutral eigenvalues
lie on the imaginary axis and the remainder of the spectrum is bounded into the lefthalf
plane Starting from Barkleys numerical calculation Wul  	 in a major mathematical
work on spirals has given a rigorous proof that resonant unbounded growth occurs in Hopf
bifurcation near the codimension two point where 
 
 

 Wul approaches the study of
this Hopf bifurcation using LiapunovSchmidt reduction Her proof is nontrivial as there
are technical diculties such as the nonsmoothness of the group action which must be
overcome
In this paper we suggest an alternative to the methods in  	 which we believe helps
in the understanding of the work of Barkley and Wul Our approach to bifurcations from
rotating waves in Euclidean equivariant dierential equations extends Krupas ideas  	
of bifurcation from relative equilibria Krupas methods lead to the construction of and
reduction to a center bundle over the critical group orbit We note that Biktashev et al  	
obtain a similar reduction for the case of onearmed spirals by considering an orbit space
reduction For many armed spirals the center bundle reduction has the advantage of not
introducing singularities Indeed we obtain new results on bifurcation from many armed
spirals
The group orbit of the rotating spiral wave is three dimensional and the center subspace
corresponding to Hopf bifurcation is two dimensional thus leading to a ve dimensional
center bundle With the construction of this bundle we recover the action of the Euclidean
group in Barkleys ve dimensional model The general equivariant vector eld on the center
bundle can then be analyzed
It is our contention that center bundle techniques simplify the understanding of more
complicated bifurcations from rotating waves To illustrate this point we discuss Hopf
bifurcation from rotating waves recovering the results of Wul  	 in the case of onearmed
spirals and discovering new phenomena in the case of many armed spirals We also discuss
the codimension two TakensBogdanov bifurcation from onearmed spiral waves
The center bundle reduction of Krupa  	 is formulated under the assumption that the
total group of symmetries is compact and hence is not directly applicable to the problem of

meandering spirals However it turns out that the main requirement is compactness of the
isotropy subgroups of points on the critical group orbit In the appendix we prove under
certain hypotheses that Krupas theorems are valid even when the group of symmetries is not
compact and acts on an innite dimensional function space In this theorem it suces that
the isotropy subgroups are either discrete or compact which is the case for spiral solutions
since their isotropy subgroups are nite
The hypotheses for the reduction described in the appendix are not satised in our
particular context of Euclidean symmetry due to the nonsmoothness of the group action
Recent work of Sandstede et al     	 circumvents these hypotheses and enables the center
bundle reduction for meandering spirals to be carried out rigorously
 Center Bundles and Rotating Waves
We begin by describing the relevant results in Krupa  	 on center bundles Let  be a
compact Lie group acting orthogonally on R
n
 and let f  R
n
 R
n
be a equivariant
vector eld A group orbit X is a relative equilibrium if the ow of
x  fx  
leaves X invariant Alternatively X is a relative equilibrium if f is tangent to X along
X Note that rotating waves are relative equilibria as time evolution is the same as spatial
rotation
Suppose that the group orbit X  x

is a relative equilibrium and let    be the
isotropy subgroup of x

 Let T
x

X be the tangent space to the group orbit at x

 and note
that T
x

X is invariant Write
R
n
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x

X N
x

where N
x

is the orthogonal complement to T
x

X We can form the normal bundle NX
over X by attaching N
x

to the point x

 since N
x

is invariant this construction makes
sense and the bundle is invariant This bundle gives a invariant tubular neighborhood
of X in R
n

Krupa then shows see also Vanderbauwhede et al   	 that f may be written as
f  f
N
 f
T
on a neighborhood of X where
 f
N
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equivariant vector elds

 f
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is tangent to group orbits that is f
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It follows that g  f
N
jN
x

is a equivariant vector eld Moreover g is generic in the
sense that any equivariant vector eld g  N
x

N
x

extends in a neighborhood of X to
a equivariant vector eld f  R
n
R
n

If X is a relative equilibrium then gx

   The relative equilibrium X is a critical
group orbit if dg
x

has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis We note that dg
x

is com
putable see Proposition A in the appendix Let V
x

be the center subspace of dg
x

 We
call V  fV
x

g the center bundle
Next Krupa shows that every solution xt to the dierential equation   near X can
be written as
xt  tyt  
where yt is a solution to the normal vector eld equation y  gy and t    is a smooth
curve
Suppose that W
x

 N
x

is a invariant center manifold for g Based on  Krupa
observes that W  fW
x

g is a invariant owinvariant center manifold for f in a
neighborhood of the critical group orbit In particular if the noncritical eigenvalues of
dg
x

all have negative real parts then W is attracting for the dynamics of f  As is usually
the case with center manifolds we can project f jW onto the center bundle V  Thus we can
understand bifurcations from critical group orbits by studying bifurcations of the normal
vector eld g from equilibria
To apply the center bundle reduction to the problem of meandering spirals it is necessary
to generalize Krupas results from compact groups to noncompact groups and from nite
dimensions to innite dimensions We carry out this generalization under certain natural
hypotheses in the appendix We note however that there are additional technical problems
coming from the action of the Euclidean group and it is necessary to appeal to the recent
results of    	 In the remainder of the main body of the paper we show how these ideas
can be formally applied to bifurcations from spiral waves in Euclidean equivariant systems
 Group Action on the Center Bundle
Trivialization of center bundles
We continue to use the notation from Section  In particular x

is a point with isotropy 
and X  x

is a critical relative equilibrium for the equivariant vector eld f on NX

Recall that the action of  on points x  v   NX is given by x  v  x  v
Dene the equivariant vector eld g  N
x

N
x

as in Section  and let V

 V
x

denote the invariant center subspace for g with corresponding invariant center bundle
V  fV

g Although NX is a trivial bundle the subbundle V is not necessarily trivial
see Remark  We now give a sucient condition for V to be a trivial bundle
Lemma   Suppose that the action  of  on V

extends to an action  of  on V

  Then
there is a trivialization
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X 	 V

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The action of  on V is given by
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x  

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where     x   X v   V

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is the ber over x Write
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
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x
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
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
 Dene the trivialization
h  VX 	 V

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hence h is welldened
Next we verify the action of  on X	V

 In other words we show that h is equivariant
with respect to the actions on V and X 	 V

 Let x  w   V as at the beginning of the
proof Then
hx  w  h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The next corollary includes the case    onearmed spirals
Corollary   Suppose that  acts trivially on V

  Then V


X 	 V

is a trivial bundle
and  acts as x  vx  v 

Next we prove a general result about Hopf bifurcation from a relative equilibrium when
  SO
Proposition    Suppose that   SO and that X  x

is a relative equilibrium  If
X undergoes a Hopf bifurcation then generically dimV

  and the corresponding center
bundle V  X 	 V

is a trivial bundle 
Proof If   SO then X is a point and the result is immediate Hence we may sup
pose that   Z

 
 
   with generator 	  R

  SO Each irreducible representation
of  is one dimensional and absolutely irreducible or two dimensional and nonabsolutely
irreducible It follows from general theory 	 that generically either V

is nonabsolutely
irreducible or V

is the sum of two isomorphic absolutely irreducible representations Ei
ther way dimV

  Moreover 	 acts as an orientationpreserving transformation on V


	z  e
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z for somem         
	 To apply Lemma   take 

z  e
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z 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Remark   a We give a simple example of a bifurcation from a relative equilibrium for
which the center bundle is not a trivial bundle Take   SO   Z

 V



R and
suppose that  acts nontrivially on V

 In other words we consider a symmetrybreaking
steadystate bifurcation in the normal vector eld Then the center bundle V is a Mobius
band
b By results of Fiedler et al  	 the analysis that follows does not depend crucially on
whether or not V is a trivial bundle
The center bundle for spirals
Now suppose that   SE the special Euclidean group consisting of rotations and trans
lations We suppose that X  SEx

is a relative equilibrium where x

is an 
armed
spiral In other words the isotropy subgroup 


Z

 As a manifold SE is dieomorphic
to R

	 S
 
 The assumptions on the symmetry of x

imply that
X  SEx

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Z
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 
that is X is a cylinder with coordinates p  
Lemma   The action of x     SE on p     X is
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e
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p x    
  

Proof To verify   note that the action of SE on X is just induced by the action
of group multiplication in SE Group multiplication in SE is most easily understood
through the action of SE on R

 C Let w   C then
x  w  e
i
w  x
It follows that
x  y  w  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e
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e
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e
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Hence the group multiplication on SE induced by its action on C is
x  y    e
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y  x    
Substituting p   for y   gives the action of SE on X when 
    For general 
 the
angle  acts on C as in the 
    case but  acts on S
 
Z

as an 
fold covering That is
we must add 
 to 
Lemma   Hopf bifurcation from an 
armed spiral reduces generically to Hopf bifurcation
of a ve dimensional vector eld on a trivial center bundle
V  X 	 V

that is equivariant under the action
T
x
p    q  p x    q 
R
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e
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  e
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
where   m  
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Proof Whether or not V is a trivial bundle is independent of the C factor in X Hence
it follows from Proposition  that V is a trivial bundle The action of SE on the X
coordinates follows from   The action on the V coordinates follows from Lemma  
and the proof of Proposition 
 
 Meandering and Resonant Growth of a OneArmed
Spiral
In this section we analyze Hopf bifurcation from a onearmed spiral In Subsection  
we write down the general equivariant vector eld on the center bundle In Subsection 
we solve these equations and obtain the conditions for resonant growth Finally in Subsec
tion  we interpret these results in the context of Hopf bifurcation in a partial dierential
equation recovering the results of Barkley and Wul on the meandering and resonant growth
of spirals
  Equivariant vector elds on the center bundle
For a onearmed spiral we have 
    m   in Lemma 
Lemma  Let F be a system of dierential equations on the center bundle V that is
SEequivariant with respect to the 
     m   action  Then F has the form
a p  e
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b   F
	
q
c q  F
q
q
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Proof Symmetry invariance of a system of dierential equations means that solutions are
transformed to solutions by that symmetry Thus translation invariance implies that if
zt  pt  t  qt
is a solution to   then so is
yt  pt  x  t  qt
for any x   C Since zt  yt it follows that
F zt  F yt 
for all solutions zt In particular
F p x    q  F p    q 
  
for all x Hence F is independent of p and the dierential equations have the form
p  F
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Similarly the rotational invariance of  implies that
F
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q
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Thus F
	
and F
q
are independent of  which veries  bc
To complete this proof we must verify  a Dene
H  q  e
 i	
F
p
  q
and note that
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p
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It follows that H  q  fq is independent of  and that  a is valid
  Periodic Solutions and Resonant Growth
Suppose that qt is a 

periodic solution to
q  F
q
q
in the center bundle equations   We dene 
 
 F
	
q These frequencies are
related to but not identical to the frequencies 
 
and 

that appear in the introduction
see equation 
We can solve
  F
	
qt
for t and
p  e
i	t
fqt
for pt to obtain a solution pt  t  qt to   In the next theorem we recover the
resonance conditions of Barkley and Wul for these solutions
 
Theorem  Let pt  t  qt be a solution to  	  Then
t  
 
t  t 
where  t is 

periodic  If

 
 k

 
for some integer k then generically pt undergoes unbounded resonant growth 
Proof The function F
	
qt is 

periodic since qt is Therefore we can write
F
	
qt as a Fourier series in t obtaining
 

X
n 
B
n
e
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
t
 
where B
n
  C and B
 n
 B
n
 Every term except n   in the Fourier series yields a periodic
function on integration and hence t has the form in  where 
 
 B

 F
	
q
Next consider the dierential equation
p  e
i	t
fqt  e
i 
 
t
Ht 
where Ht is smooth and 

periodic We may write Ht as the uniformly convergent
Fourier series
H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
X
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D
n
e
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 
where D
n
  C
Suppose that 
 
 k

is close to zero for some nonzero integer k Then integration of
 yields
p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where Pt is a smooth bounded 

periodic function Generically D
k
  Hence
by varying 

so that 
 
 k

goes through zero the rst summand in pt undergoes
unbounded resonant growth while Pt remains uniformly bounded for these values of 


 
  Hopf Bifurcation from a OneArmed Spiral
Let H be a space of functions with domain R

on which the Euclidean group E acts as
uz  u
  
z 
where u   H and    E Consider a partial dierential equation
u
t
 Fu   
where F  H  H is Eequivariant and  is a real bifurcation parameter Let R

denote
rotation of the plane through angle  Suppose that
ut  R
 
 
t
x


is a rotating wave solution to  with period 
 

Let X  SEx

be the connected component of the group orbit of ut in phase space
under the action of E As noted by Rand  	 Renardy  	 and others it is possible
to study bifurcation from rotating waves by transferring the problem to the rotating frame
Substituting  into  yields that x

is an equilibrium for the equation
u
t

e
Fu    Fu   
 
u 
where
u 
d
dt
R
t
u





t

The operator d
e
F
x



has three eigenvalues on the imaginary axis corresponding to the con
tinuous group orbit SE Barkley 	 showed numerically that the rotating wave ut could
undergo a Hopf bifurcation as an additional simple pair of eigenvalues cross the imaginary
axis We suppose that this bifurcation occurs at    Let V



C be the corresponding
center subspace
Theorem   
  There exists a reduction of  	 to the center bundle V  X 	 V

 
The reduced equations have the form
y  F y   
where y  p    q   V and F has the form in equations  	 
 
It follows from the reduction procedure that
F
	
    
 
  F
q
      and f    
Note that in equation   the original rotating wave solution corresponds to the equilibrium
q   Also the critical eigenvalues generically cross the imaginary axis transversely on
variation of  Consequently the vector eld F
q
q   on V

satises
d
q
F
q
    i

and Re d
q
F
q

    
Thus there is a Hopf bifurcation in the q equation of   to an approximately 

periodic solution qt We suppose that the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical
The amplitude and frequency of the periodic solution qt   vary as functions of  To
leading order the amplitude varies as a
p
 and the frequency varies as 

 b where a and
b are real coecients We set 
 
  F
	
q   and dene 

 to be the frequency of
qt   Thus

 
  
 
O
p
  

  

O 
Note that 
j
 coincides with 
j
as dened in this subsection and in the introduction for
each j      On the other hand the 
j
s in Subsection  correspond to 
j
 evaluated
at a specic value of 
It follows from Theorem  that linear meandering occurs at   

if

 


  k



  
for some integer k We call this resonance a kresonance In particular resonant growth
occurs when 
 
  k

 is close to zero for some integer k We can expect unbounded
growth in pt as  approaches the resonance point and linear drifting in pt at the resonance
point However by inspection of pictures only when k    or k   do the concepts of
petality and changes in petality appear to be relevant
Visualization of Hopf Bifurcation from a OneArmed Spiral
To illustrate resonance and petality issues we have plotted results of numerical integration
of the equations  in Figure  for six values of 
p  e
i	
 iq
   
q   iq     iqjqj

 

 
Each gure is a plot of f
 
  f

 where
f
 
 cost  Re pt and f

 sint  Im pt
These coordinates approximate the movements of the spiral tip in the lab frame The q
equation in  undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at    and the frequency of
the corresponding periodic solution is 

      Since 
 
    there is a
resonance at   
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Figure  Numerical simulation of  for             and 
As previously mentioned in order to see welldened petals in the simple epicycle motion
described by    the amplitude of the second frequency must be larger than the amplitude
 
of the primary frequency That is in order to see welldened petals we must have
jz

j
jz
 
j
 M 
for some real positive number M  Suppose that the secondary motion arises via a Hopf
bifurcation and that jz
 
j    Then near a point of kresonance we have
jz

j
jz
 
j

p
jD
k
j

 

   k
 

 
 

 
where D
k
is a Fourier coecient and we have suppressed the dependence of 
 
 

on 
Thus if we dene   


 
 then  becomes
 
M



 
jD
k
j

   k

  
This denes a sequence of !resonance tongues" in the  plane in which changes of petality
can be observed in addition to unbounded growth of the ower near the resonance See
Figure  Since lim
k
jD
k
j   the tongues eventually narrow as k 
If the point    is in exactly one tongue as is the point labeled A in Figure  then an
epicycle motion with welldened petals will be observed A change in petality occurs as the
resonance is crossed If the point is in a tongue corresponding to a k resonance then each
petal will be approximately traced out k times before a new petal is formed However in
the case where the point is in more than one tongue as is point B in Figure  then the
motion involves multiple harmonics and petality is an illdened concept for these points
However we will still observe unbounded growth of the ower as the resonance is crossed
 Hopf Bifurcation from  Armed Spirals
In this section we discuss Hopf bifurcation from 
armed spirals where 
    Suppose that
an 
armed spiral wave undergoes a simple Hopf bifurcation with frequency 

 Let V

be
the center subspace of the bifurcation in the normal directions to X at x

 The SE action
is given as in 
p    q  e
i
p x    
  e
im
q 
for some m         
	
 
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Figure  Resonance tongues described by  
The isotropy subgroup in SE of the 
armed spiral is Z

 Note that the action of Z

on V

is faithful in other words the kernel of the action is trivial precisely when 
 and
m are coprime For example if the eigenfunction associated with Hopf bifurcation from a
twoarmed spiral 
   is invariant under rotation by  then m   and 
 and m are not
coprime
For all 
 and m the solutions arising from Hopf bifurcation are quasiperiodic However
there are dierences in the resulting motions in physical space depending on whether or not

 and m are coprime In particular
 When 
 and m are not coprime the spiral tip does not meander and the codimension
two bifurcation to resonant growth does not occur What does occur is that approxi
mately the spiral rigidly rotates at a rate that depends quasiperiodically on time
 When 
 and m are coprime Hopf bifurcation leads to meandering and to codimension
two resonant growth The points where resonance occurs depend on both 
 and m
In the remainder of this section we give the precise statements and proofs of these results
 
Hopf Bifurcations without Meandering
First we analyze the equations on the center bundle when 
 and m are not coprime We
prove
Theorem  Let F be an SEequivariant system of dierential equations on the center
bundle V corresponding to an 
armed spiral where 
     If 
 and m are not coprime then
F
p
  and pt is constant  In particular there is no resonant growth 
Moreover the spiral in the physical plane does not meander  Rather the motion is a
rigid rotation by R
	t
 where t is quasiperiodic in t 
Proof As in the proof of Lemma   the action of translations on V implies that F is
independent of p The main dierence comes in the equation
p  F
p
  q
Here the action of rotations implies that
e
i
F
p
  q  F
p
 
  e
mi
q  
for all  Since 
 and m are not coprime there is an integer j 
  such that 
  j


and
m  jm

 Setting   j in   yields
e
ij
F
p
  q  F
p
 


  e
m

i
q  F
p
  q
Since j    it follows that F
p
  In particular pt is constant and there is no resonant
growth and no meandering
The remaining components of the system on the ve dimensional center bundle have the
form
  F
	
  q
q  F
q
  q
This can be viewed as an SOequivariant system on the three dimensional center bundle
SOx

	 V

 In these equations we have a Hopf bifurcation in the normal q directions
leading to a periodic solution and drift along the SO group orbit leading to a quasiperi
odic t 
 just as in the case of onearmed spirals
The interpretation of t in physical space is that the plane is rigidly rotating by R
	t

In the case of onearmed spirals the plane also translates since pt is not constant In the
corresponding quasiperiodically varying rotating frame the spiral is approximately station
ary In fact this spiral also varies quasiperiodically as a function of qt but close to the
point of Hopf bifurcation this uctuation is negligible
 
Remark  There is an alternative abstract explanation of the failure of the spiral tip
to meander or undergo resonant growth when 
 and m are not coprime based on ideas
in   	 Since the kernel of the action of Z

on V

is nontrivial the bifurcating periodic
solutions are xed pointwise by the kernel Z
k
of the action Here k divides 
 and k   
by assumption Hence the bifurcation takes place in the xedpoint subspace FixZ
k
 As
usual this is a owinvariant subspace for the underlying SEequivariant vector eld
Moreover the largest subgroup of SE that preserves FixZ
k
 is the normalizer SO of
Z
k
 Hence the ow on FixZ
k
 is an SOequivariant ow and all drifts take place inside
SO In particular the translation coordinate on the center bundle remains constant
Hopf Bifurcations with Meandering
Now assume that 
 and m are coprime As usual let 
 
denote the frequency of the basic

armed spiral solution and let 

be the frequency coming from Hopf bifurcation Our main
result is that the conditions for resonant growth depend on both 
 and m in the following
manner
Theorem   Assume that 
 and m are coprime and let m

be the smallest positive integer
such that
mm

   mod 

Then codimension two resonant growth occurs when



 



m
 
j
m



 
  
where j is an integer 
For example when 
   and m    the resonance condition becomes



j
j   

 
 
where j is an integer
The proof of Theorem  is organized as follows
 First we calculate the equivariant vector eld on the center bundle To make the
analysis of this vector eld tractable we consider a pullback to a vector eld on the
group This step is a special case of the more general approach of Fiedler et al  	

Indeed we wish to thank Bernold Fiedler for showing us that certain computational
diculties can be circumvented by pulling the dierential equation from the center
bundle over the group orbit back to a dierential equation on a bundle over the group
itself
 Second we compute necessary and sucient conditions for resonant growth in the
pullback equations
 Finally we reinterpret these results for the original vector eld on the center bundle
The action of SE on the center bundle V is given in Lemma  Unlike the 
   
case the  and q equations depend on  In fact the general SEequivariant system of
dierential equations on V when 
    has the form
p  F
p
  q
  F
	
  q
q  F
q
  q 

where
F
p
 
  e
mi
q  e
i
F
p
  q
F
	
 
  e
mi
q  F
	
  q
F
q
 
  e
mi
q  e
mi
F
q
  q

The techniques which were used in the 
    case to study resonances will not work
for equations  because of the dependence of the equations on  To circumvent this
diculty dene the local dieomorphism
  SE	 V

 V
y    v  y  
  e
mi
v 
where      Dene an action of SE on the bundle SE	 V

by
x  y    v  e
i
y  x      v  x     SE

With this action  is SE equivariant To verify this point calculate
x  y    v  e
i
y  x      v  e
i
y  x  
    e
mi
v 
 
and using  calculate
x  y    v  x  y  
  e
mi
v  e
i
y  x  
  
  e
mi
e
mi
v
Using  the dierential equation  pulls back to a dierential equation on SE	V

that is equivariant under the action  of SE Since this action is identical to the 
   
m   action encountered in Section  it follows from Lemma   that the pullback has
the form
y  e
i
gv

  G

v
v  G
v
v

Proposition  The pullback equations on the group are related to the original equations
on the group orbit as follows 
gv  F
p
  v
G

v 
 

F
	
  v
G
v
v  F
q
  v
mi

vF
	
  v
Proof The function yt  t  vt is a solution to the pullback dierential equation
 if and only if yt  t  vt  yt  
t  e
mit
vt is a solution to  Thus
dierentiation leads to
y  F
p

  e
mi
v



  F
	

  e
mi
v
mie
mi
v

  e
mi
v  F
q

  e
mi
v
Comparing the ycomponent with the ycomponent in  we have
e
 i
F
p

  e
mi
v  gv 
independent of  Setting    yields the relation gv  F
p
  v The remaining relations
are veried similarly

Not every system of equations of the form  arises as the pullback of a system 
on the center bundle the pullback equations are additionally equivariant with respect to an
action of the isotropy subgroup Z

 It follows from the following lemma that the full group
of symmetries of the pullback equations is a semidirect product of SE and Z


Lemma  The pullback equations are equivariant under the action  	 of SE and
under the following action of Z


y    v  e
i
y    e
im
v 
There are no further restrictions on the pullback equations 
Proof We have already established that the pullback equations are SEequivariant
under the action  and hence have the form  Next we verify the Z

equivariance
for the G
v
component
G
v
v  F
q
  v
mi

vF
	
  v  F
q
  v
mi

vF
	
  v
 e
 mi
F
q
  e
mi
v
mi

vF
	
  e
mi
v by 
 e
 mi
G
v
e
mi
v
The verication of  for the remaining components is similar
Conversely suppose that we are given a system of equations on SE 	 V

that is
equivariant under the actions   By SEequivariance we can write the equations
in the form  where g G

 G
v
depend on v Dene
F
p
  q  e
i	
ge
 im	
q
F
	
  q  
G

e
 im	
q
F
q
  q  e
im	
G
v
e
 im	
v mivG

e
 in	
v

Then the system on SE	V

is the pullback of the system dened by  It remains to
show that  is welldened and equivariant under the action  Again concentrating
on the third component note that F
q
is welldened if and only if
F
q
   q  F
q
  q
But this equality follows from the Z

equivariance of G

and G
v
 Similarly it is easily
checked from denition  that F
q
satises the required SEequivariance condition

This completes the rst stage of the proof of Theorem  Next we analyze the pullback
equations emulating Theorem  Let vt be a  

periodic solution to v  G
v
v We
suppose that this periodic solution is a result of Hopf bifurcation in the v equation Dene
 
 
 G

v As in Subsection  we solve

  G

vt for t and y  e
it
gvt
for yt to obtain a solution yt  t  vt
Theorem  Let yt  t  vt be the solution constructed above for the pullback equa
tions  	  Generically yt undergoes unbounded resonant growth if and only if
 
 
 k 

  
for some integer k satisfying
km    mod 
  
Proof The condition  is immediate from Theorem  We show that the additional
condition   is a consequence of the Z

equivariance  and furthermore that these
are the only restrictions on k
Since 
 and m are coprime Z

equivariance is equivalent to the conditions
a ge
mi
v  e
i
gv
b G

e
i
v  G

v
c G
v
e
i
v  e
i
G
v
v
  
It follows from   c and the uniqueness of periodic solutions in generic Hopf bifur
cation that the periodic solution to the v equation satises
v
	
t


  w



 e
i
vt  
This observation is a special case of the spatiotemporal symmetries of symmetric Hopf
bifurcation discussed in 	
It follows from   and   b that solutions to the

 equation have the form
t   
 
t
 
t
where
 
 is


  w

periodic Finally using   a we can rewrite the y equation as
y  e
i w
 
t
ht 

where h is   w

periodic and
h
	
t
m

 



 e
i
ht  
Write h as a Fourier series
ht 
X
k
h
k
e
ik 

t

It follows from   that h
k
  unless k satises condition   In particular these are
the only values of k for which the resonance  is possible
Finally we write down pullback equations that exhibit the required resonances Set
G

v   
 
and G
v
v  i 

v These functions clearly satisfy conditions   bc and
yield a  

periodic solution vt The function gv  v
k
satises conditions   a
provided k satises condition   and yields those resonances  for which k 
  To
obtain the remaining resonances consider gv  v
k

The third stage of the proof of Theorem  is to relate the frequencies  
j
in the pullback
equations with the frequencies 
j
in the original equations on the center bundle Recall that
the periodic solutions in the v equations arise via Hopf bifurcation and hence the frequencies
 
j
 vary smoothly with the bifurcation parameter  As in Subsection  we redene
 
j
  
j
 Then Theorem  implies that resonant growth occurs when
 

 
 
k
 
 
 
for some integer k satisfying condition  
It follows from Proposition  that the frequencies  
j
and 
j
are related as follows
 
 
 G

 
 


F
	
   
 



 
and
i 

 dG
v


 d
q
F
q




mi


F
	
    i


mi



 

Substituting these expressions into condition   yields the resonance criterion



km  

k

 
 
where k satises  
Finally we observe that equation   always has solutions for 
 and m coprime If we
let m

be the smallest positive integer k satisfying   then since 
 and m are coprime
all solutions to   have the form k  j
  m

for some integer j This completes the
proof of Theorem 

 TakensBogdanov Bifurcation
As mentioned previously our approach can be applied to study other bifurcations from
spiral waves To illustrate this point we consider two other bifurcations from onearmed
spirals steadystate bifurcation and the codimension two TakensBogdanov bifurcation By
Corollary  the associated center bundle will be a trivial bundle this is not necessarily
the case for these bifurcations from a many armed spiral
Steadystate bifurcation leads to a saddlenode or limit point bifurcation of rotating
wave spiral solutions with frequency close to 
 
 We omit the details and pass to the more
interesting TakensBogdanov bifurcation In this case the operator d
e
F
x



in Subsection 
has a nonsemisimple double zero eigenvalue and the corresponding center subspace V

is
identied with R

 Let q  x  y   R

 V

 In normal form the q equation in   can
be written as
x  y
y  
 
 

y  x

 bxy 
 
where 
 
and 

are unfolding parameters and b    cf 	 We consider the case b   
since it leads to stable limit cycles in  
A schematic of the phase portraits corresponding to regions in the unfolding space is
given in Figure  Of particular interest is region A which is bounded by a curve of Hopf
bifurcations and a curve of homoclinic bifurcations Consider a path P
 
through this region
As P
 
crosses into region A there is a Hopf bifurcation from one of the equilibria The
resulting periodic solution of   generates quasiperiodic motion for the full system  
As the homoclinic bifurcation curve is approached the period of the periodic solution gets
larger and tends to innity that is its frequency gets smaller and tends to zero Hence P
 
crosses an innite number of resonance points Consequently in parameter space pt will
experience unbounded growth for an innite number of parameter values along P
 
 However
as mentioned in the previous section only the rst one or two resonances should exhibit a
welldened change in petality in addition to unbounded growth
Finally consider a path P

through the saddlenode variety 
 
  The interpretation
of this bifurcation is the following In region B a spiral wave is observed As P

crosses
into region C the spiral wave disappears and the dynamics enters a part of phase space not
modeled by the center manifold equations

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A Appendix
In recent work Sandstede et al     	 have generalized the center bundle construction of
Krupa  	 described in Section  from compact groups to noncompact groups and from
nite dimensions to innite dimensions In particular they prove Conjecture  and provide
a rigorous justication of the techniques in this paper A major technical diculty overcome
in the work of      	 is the lack of smoothness of the action of SE on functions
u  R

R
Independently we have obtained a simplied reduction under the assumption S  see
below that the action of the Lie algebra of the group is smoother than the linearized
vector eld dening the dynamical system This assumption fails for actions of SE but is
satised in many important cases Examples include the group SO acting on L

# for a
circular bounded domain # and the noncompact group of translations T


R

inside of
SE acting on L

R

 see Example A  Hence our reduction which is presented in this
appendix can be viewed as a rigorous and nontrivial extension of the methods of  	 At
the same time our reduction hints at the full picture for noncompact group actions without
addressing the technical diculties resolved by      	
Under assumption S  we obtain the required decomposition f  f
N
 f
T
into normal
and tangent vector elds and we obtain the factorization  into normal dynamics coupled
with drift along group orbits To obtain a smooth center bundle it is necessary that the
critical eigenfunctions for the normal vector eld are acted upon smoothly by the group see
assumption S It turns out that assumption S is automatically satised for reaction
diusion equations see Sandstede et al     	
Throughout the appendix smooth means C
k
for k suciently large We do not require
that the group acts smoothly or even continuously on the whole of the innitedimensional
space
A The generalized center bundle reduction
Let  be a nite dimensional Lie group not necessarily compact acting by unitary trans
formations on a Hilbert space H Let x

  H We assume that the group orbit X  x

is
a smoothly embedded submanifold of H Let   NXX denote the normal bundle in H
with bers N
x
 T
x
X

 Write points in NX as x  v where x   X and v   N
x
 The
map   NXH x  v  x v is a local dieomorphism
Since the action of  is unitary NX is invariant under the action x  vx  v and
  NXH is equivariant Since  is onetoone on the homogeneous space X it follows
that  restricts to a dieomorphism on some invariant neighborhood of X

The dynamical system We suppose that f  HH is a equivariant innite dimen
sional vector eld on H a nonlinear partial dierential operator say Suppose that f
satises the usual technical conditions so as to generate a smooth local semiow on H That
is f  AN where the linearity A is sectorial and the nonlinearity N is suciently smooth
on the domain H

of a fractional power A

of A for some        see Henry  	 for the
precise denitions We note that H

is a dense and invariant subspace of H The graph
norm kuk

 kuk  kA

uk makes H

into a Hilbert space and f is smooth when regarded
as an operator f  H

H
We suppose from now on that  has been chosen with these properties Roughly speaking
 quanties the semilinearity of f where the nonlinearity N is strictly smoother than A so
 is required to be strictly less than  
The Lie algebra The Lie algebra L consists of linear operators   HH dened
by u 
d
dt

t
uj
t
where 
t
   is a curve at the identity Typically the operators 
are unbounded and hence are not dened on the whole of H We let
f
H denote the common
domain of the elements of L and note that
f
H is invariant It follows from our assumption
on X that X 
f
H
Recall that        is chosen so that f  H

H is smooth It is natural to make the
simplifying assumption
S  H


f
H
In particular each innitesimal generator    L is bounded as an operator   H

H
Roughly speaking the Lie algebra elements are strictly smoother than the linear vector
eld A
Under assumption S  we obtain a complete generalization of the results in  	 The
orems A and A correspond to   Theorems   and 	
Example A Suppose that H  L

R

 consists of functions u  R

R and that the
group   SE acts by ux  u
  
x A calculation shows that LSE is generated
by

 
u 
u
x
 
  

u 
u
x

  

u  x
 
u
x

 x

u
x
 

Suppose that the linear part A of the evolution operator f is the Laplacian A  $ The
generators 
 
 

corresponding to translation have less derivatives than A and are rela
tively bounded with respect to A In particular we can choose         in assumption
S  However the generator 

corresponding to rotation includes multiplication by the
unbounded functions x
 
and x

and hence violates assumption S  for all 

Note that the group of translations T


R

satises assumption S  In addition the
rotation group SO satises S  provided we restrict to L

# for # a bounded circularly
symmetric subset of R


In the remainder of this subsection we suppose that x

has discrete isotropy subgroup 
This assumption is relaxed in Subsection A below
Theorem A Suppose that assumption S	 is valid  Suppose further that X  x

is a
submanifold of H and that the isotropy subgroup  of x

is discrete  There is a invariant
neighborhood U of X  x

in D
A
and smooth equivariant nonlinear operators f
N
  f
T

UH such that
i	 f j
U
 f
N
 f
T

ii	 f
N
u   N
u
for all u   U  and
iii	 f
T
u   T
u
u 
Proof For u   X we trivially have H  N
u
 T
u
u Observe that this splitting
remains valid for u close to X in the graph norm since T
u
u  Lu varies smoothly with
respect to this norm Now dene f
N
u and f
T
u by projecting fu onto N
u
and T
u
u
respectively Again the subspaces N
u
and T
u
u vary smoothly with u and hence the
associated projections are smooth
The operators f
N
andf
T
are called the normal and tangent components of f  Note that f
T
is tangent to group orbits everywhere but f
N
is normal to group orbits only when restricted
to X Let g  f j
N
x

U
denote the restriction of the normal operator to the normal ber over
x

 Observe that g is equivariant
The standard results relating dg
x

with df
x

are valid in this general setting as we
now describe Suppose that X is a relative equilibrium so fx

  x

where    L
Dene
 
fu  fu u so that x

is an equilibrium for
 
f  Then d
 
f
x

is a linear operator
on T
x

NX  N
x

 T
x

X


N
x

 L Moreover d
 
f
x

is sectorial since df
x

is
sectorial and  is dened on the domain of a fractional power
Proposition A  Regarded as an operator on N
x

 L d
 
f
x

has the form
d
 
f
x




dg
x


 ad

A
 A 

Proof Restricting to the dense subspace
f
H  H ensures that the mappings f  g and so
on are smooth Recall that f has the decomposition f  f
N
 f
T
into normal and tangent
components so
 
f has the corresponding decomposition
 
f  f
N

 
f
T
where
 
f
T
u  f
T
uu
We show rst that
df
N

x




dg
x


 

A
  d
 
f
T

x




 
 

A
 
thus verifying the entries in the rst column of d
 
f
x


The form of df
N

x

follows from the denition g  f
N
j
N
x

 Now recall that f
T
u 
Qufu where Qu  HH is the projection onto T
u
u with kernel N
u
 Since u  
T
u
u we have
 
f
T
u  Qu
 
fu For all w   T
x

NX we compute that
d
 
f
T

x

w  dQ
x

w
 
fx

 Qx

d
 
f
x

w  Qx

d
 
f
x

w   T
x

X 
since
 
fx

   Hence d
 
f
T

x

has the required form
It remains to verify the entries in the second column of d
 
f
x

 Let x


d
ds
sx

j
s
 
T
x

X and observe that
df
x

x

 df
x

d
ds
sx






s

d
ds
fsx







s

d
ds
sfx







s
 fx

  x


Hence
d
 
f
x

x

 df
x

  x

   x

 adx


Identifying T
x

X with L we have d
 
f
x

  ad as required
Remark A It follows that modulo the eigenvalues of ad the spectrum of dg
x

coincides with the relatively computable spectrum of d
 
f
x

 The eigenvalues of ad
are viewed as neutral Indeed when  is abelian we have ad  
When  is compact the adjoint action of  preserves an inner product and it follows
that ad is a skewsymmetric matrix In particular the eigenvalues of ad are purely
imaginary This is the case also for noncompact groups provided that the trajectory through
x

is compact in other words the closure of fexp t  t   Rg is a compact subgroup of 
In general however the eigenvalues ofad need not be purely imaginary A somewhat
hypothetical example is provided by the group of matrices
 
 




a b
 

A
  a  b   R  a  




 
A basis for the Lie algebra is given by

 



  
 

A
  




  
 

A
 
and we calculate that ad
 
 has eigenvalues  and  
Corollary A The normal vector eld g generates a smooth local semiow on N
x

 
Proof Recall that d
 
f
x

is sectorial By Proposition A the spectra of d
 
f
x

and
dg
x

dier by nitely many eigenvalues of nite multiplicity Substituting vectors of the
form    into the formula A  we obtain the estimate
kdg
x

 
  
k  kd
 
f
x

 
  
k 
for all  in the resolvent of d
 
f
x

 Hence sectoriality of d
 
f
x

implies sectoriality of
dg
x

  Denition   	 The domain D
dg
x

is given by D
dg
x

 D
df
x

N
x

and the
nonlinearities in g are as smooth as those in f  hence g generates a smooth local semiow
Theorem A Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem A  and Corollary A  are valid 
Let ut and vt be the solution trajectories for the initial value problems dened by the
vector elds f and g with initial condition v

  N
x

  Then there is a smooth curve at the
identity t    such that
ut  tvt
Proof Since f
T
vt   Lvt and  is discrete we can uniquely write f
T
vt 
tvt for a smooth curve t   L Let t be the solution to the initial value problem
d
dt
     e Then t is a smooth curve at the identity as required
Dene  ut  tvt We show that  ut is a solution for the vector eld f  It follows
by uniqueness of solutions that  u  u and hence that u  v
The solution vt lies inside H

N
x

for t   and is smooth as a function  H

where dened see   Sections  and 	 It follows from assumption S  that  ut is a
priori at least once dierentiable as an Hvalued map for t   A postieri  ut  ut is
smooth as an H

valued map Applying the chain rule we compute that
d
dt
 ut 
d
dt
tvt  t
d
dt
vt 
d
ds
t svt





s
 tgvt  ttvt
 tf
N
vt  tf
T
vt
 tfvt  f ut

It follows from Theorem A that bifurcation from a relative equilibrium can be under
stood abstractly in terms of bifurcation from an equilibrium for the equivariant evolution
operator g coupled with drifts along the group
If the spectrum of the linearization dg
x

of the normal vector eld intersects the imag
inary axis and the remainder of the spectrum is bounded away from the imaginary axis
then the center manifold theorem applies on N
x

 Since the action of  is unitary the norm
on H is smooth and invariant Hence we can choose a smooth invariant cuto func
tion   HR and we can construct a unique smooth 
x
invariant center manifold W
x
for
the cuto normal vector eld f
N
j
N
x
on each ber N
x
 H

 x   X By construction
W
x
 W
x
and hence the resulting center bundle W  
xX
W
x
is invariant and at least
once dierentiable since  acts dierentiably on H

 In addition each W
x
is a local center
manifold for f j
N
x
so that W is a local center bundle for f  In order to proceed as in the
main part of the paper we require that
S  acts smoothly on elements in the center manifold W
x

for the normal vector eld g
It follows from assumption S that W is a smooth bundle and that  acts smoothly on
W  Again we note that    	 have recently shown that assumption S is automatically
satised for reactiondiusion equations
A Reductive isotropy subgroups
In this subsection we show that the results of Section A  in particular Theorems A
and A are valid for more general classes of isotropy subgroup  We continue to as
sume that  is a nite dimensional Lie group acting by unitary transformations on H that
assumption S  is valid and that X  x

is a smooth submanifold of H
The proof of Theorem A breaks down when x

has isotropy subgroup  of positive
dimension For example there may be points u of lower dimensional isotropy near x

in
which case dimT
u
u is not constant This diculty is present even for compact Lie groups
acting on R
n
and is the main technical diculty overcome in Krupa  	 We now use
the ideas in  	 to enlarge the class of isotropy subgroups  for which Theorems A and
Theorem A are valid
Recall that  is reductive if  has a faithful nite dimensional representation and every
nite dimensional representation of  is completely reducible every invariant subspace
has a invariant complement In particular compact groups are reductive The next result
generalizes   Lemma 	

Lemma A Suppose that assumption S	 is valid that X  x

is a submanifold of
H and that the isotropy subgroup  of x

is reductive  There exists a smooth invariant
subbundle K  TNXj
H
 
such that for all u in a invariant neighborhood U  H

of X
i	 K
u
 T
u
u and
ii	 N
u
K
u
 H 
Proof The subspace L  L is invariant under the adjoint action of  and hence
by reductivity there is an invariant subspace Y  L such that
L  L Y
Let u  x

  v   H

 NX and dene
K
u
 Ad

Y u
Note that K
u
is welldened due to the invariance of Y  For suppose that 
 
x

 

x

 Then

  


 
   and so Ad

 
Y  Ad


Y  Hence K is a subbundle of NX satisfying condition i
In contrast to the tangent spaces T
u
u the subspaces K
u
are of constant dimension near X
and condition ii is satised
To show that K is invariant we prove that K
u
 K
u
 Indeed if u  x

  v then
K
u
 Ad

Y u  Ad

Ad

Y u  Ad

Y u  K
u

Finally smoothness of the bundle is proved as in  	
It is now straightforward to extend Theorem A from discrete isotropy subgroups to
reductive isotropy subgroups Simply project fu onto N
u
and K
u
 Similarly the curve
t in the proof of Theorem A is chosen to lie inK
vt
 The remaining proofs in Section A 
are unchanged
Remark A The assumptions underlying our generalization of Krupas center bundle re
duction can be summarized as follows The simplifying assumption S  ensures that the
generalization from nite dimensions to innite dimensions runs smoothly We require that
the relative equilibriumX  x

is a smooth embedded submanifold of H Assumption S
guarantees that the center bundle is smooth and not merely once dierentiable
Our results are proved for two classes of isotropy subgroups of x

  discrete and 
reductive Actually we require only that there is an invariant complement for L  L
under the adjoint action of  this is trivially the case when  is discrete even if  is not
reductive An example where this property is violated is provided by the subgroup   T
of translations in   SE We conjecture that there is no analogue of Theorems A
and A in such cases

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